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Objective
Le content of this document results from the conversion of integrated guide Help >
Survival guide de SQLfast at the Expert level.

This tutorial comprises a series of small code fragments that illustrate typical
database programming problems solved through SQLfast concepts. These frag-
ments can be customized and assembled to build more complex scripts. More
detailed description and examples can be found in the SQLfast manual (SQLfast-
manual.pdf). Except for a few of them, these code fragments are based on reference
database ORDERS.db, the contents of which is recalled here below. 

Most of them are complete, so that they can be copied in the script area of the
main window (button Transfer) or even directly executed via the Run button. 

Description of SQLfast instructions
This document gives some SQLfast instructions that we will use here a brief descrip-
tion. A more complete description is available,
– in document SQLfast-Commands.pdf available online;
– a summary of which can be found in Help > SQLfast references > SQLfast

commands
– in the complete SQLfast manual, SQLfast-manual.pdf, also available online. 

As both the software and the language are constantly evolving, some of these
sources may not be up to date.
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0. Reference database: ORDERS.db - July 2016 Version
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1. Reading the data of a table
Examine data from certain tables in a database:

openDB ORDERS.db;
  select * from CUSTOMER where City = 'Poitiers';
  select * from DETAIL   where ProdID = 'PA45';
closeDB;

The last instruction (closeDB) is recommended but is optional in standard mode,
where the database, if left open by the script, is automatically closed (parameter
autoCloseDB = mainscript). So you can write:

openDB ORDERS.db;
select * from CUSTOMER;

An instruction can be written in one or more lines:

select Name,City from CUSTOMER where Cat = 'B1' order by Name;
or

select Name,City
from   CUSTOMER
where  Cat = 'B1'
order by Name;

Comment lines are allowed between two fragments of an instruction but not blank
lines.

2. Creating a temporary table in an existing database
We create the database SALES.db, containing the table CUSTOMER, in which we
insert some lines.

createOrReplaceDB SALES.db;
create table CUSTOMER(CustID char(10),Name char(32),
                      City   char(30));
  insert into CUSTOMER values('B112','HANSENNE','Poitiers');
  insert into CUSTOMER values('B512','GILLET','Toulouse');
  insert into CUSTOMER values('C400','FERARD','Poitiers');
  insert into CUSTOMER values('B332','MONTI','Genève');
commitDB;
closeDB;

The statement createOrReplaceDB creates a database if it does not yet exist and
replaces it if it does. 

The createDB statement assumes that the database does not exist. Otherwise, an
error is triggered. 

The commitDB command makes changes persistent. Without it, the changes will
be cancelled when the database is closed.
To delete a database (and its backup and location file):
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deleteDB SALES.db;

3. Creating a temporary table in an existing database
A table named BEST_CUSTOMER is added to database ORDERS.db which will
disappear automatically when this database is closed. The commitDB command is
therefore unnecessary.

openDB ORDERS.db;
create temporary table BEST_CUSTOMER(CustID char(10),
                                     Name   char(32));
  insert into BEST_CUSTOMER 
         select CustID,Name from CUSTOMER where Account > 0;
  select * from BEST_CUSTOMER;
closeDB;

4. Writing a line of text
The write command writes a character string in the output window (more precisely
the output channel, which by default is the the output window).

write Data of CUSTOMER table;
write --------------------------;
write Note : these data are shown in tabular format.;

This string can be written in several lines. However, line breaks will be replaced by
a space. So,

write First line
      Second line
      Second line;

provides the following result:

First line Second line Second line

To force a line break, we use the command '@n':

write First line@nSecond line@nSecond line;

which gives:

First line
Second line
Second line;

The leading spaces of the string are removed. The following two instructions
produce the same result:

write Customers from Toulouse;
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write     Customers from Toulouse;

To write spaces at the beginning of the string, use either the tab command ('@t') or
the space command ('@S5'):

write @t@tCustomers from Toulouse;
write @S5Customers from Toulouse;

5. Using variables
The string 'Poitiers' (without quotation marks) is assigned to the variable named city.
Any instance of expression $city$ in the following instructions will be replaced by
the value of variable city.

openDB ORDERS.db;
  set city = Poitiers;
  write Customers living in $city$:;
  select CustID,Name from CUSTOMER where City = '$city$';

This script provides this result:

Customers living in Poitiers :
+--------+-----------+
| CustID | Name      |
+--------+-----------+
| B112   | HANSENNE  |
| F010   | TOUSSAINT |
| C400   | FERARD    |
+--------+-----------+

Delimiters $ and $ surrounding the variable name form the variable/value substitu-
tion operator. The expression $city$ is replaced before execution by the value of
variable city, i.e. Poitiers. Thus, the instruction:

   select CustID,Name from CUSTOMER where City = '$city$'

is first transformed into:
   select CustID,Name from CUSTOMER where City = 'Poitiers'

then executed.
To save write instructions, we can ask that the line be preceded by a blank line

(-b = before):
write-b Customers living in $city$:;

or followed by a blank line (-a = after):
write-a Customers living in $city$:;

or both (-ab ou -ba) :
write-ab Customers living in $city$:;
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Symbols $ et $ are the default delimiters. They can be changed, notably via the
parameter instruction, which allows us to write:

parameter delimiters = [ ];
write Customers living in [city]:;

or, in a more verbose style:

parameter delimiters = value( ) ;
write Customers living in value(city):;

Actually, only the left delimiter is mandatory:

parameter delimiters = : ;
write Customers living in :city:;

An SQLfast statement can be partially or totally built from variable. Some exam-
ples:

set select = CustID,Name;
set table = CUSTOMER;
openDB ORDERS.db;
select $select$ from $table$;
closeDB;

set open = openDB ORDERS.db;
set sfw = select * from CUSTOMER;
set close = closeDB;
$open$;
$sfw$;
$close$;

If variable var does not exist when a statement that includes expression $var$ is
executed, this expression is left unchanged.

6. Values provided by the user

It is possible to ask the user of a script to provide the value of a variable by the ask
command:

ask city = City;
write Customers living in $city$:;

A data entry box opens and prompts the user to enter the name of a city. The City
label is attached to the input field. The value obtained is assigned to the target
variable city. 

The value of the target variable is not modified if the box is closed via the Cancel
button. The variable DIALOGbutton indicates the name of the button that was clicked
on to exit the box (OK or Cance). 
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For programmers in a hurry, there is a simplified form in which the name of the
variable is used as the label of the input field:

ask City;
write Customers living in $City$:;

7. Entering multiple values

A multiple field input box allows multiple values to be entered in a single operation:

ask name,city = Name|City;
write Customers named $name$ living in $city$:;

 ... which gives: 

Symbol '|' separates the labels of the individual fields and indicates that they are
arranged vertically. The '||' separator would arrange them horizontally, side by side.

Here again, the simplified form can be used:

ask Name,City;
write Customers named $Name$ living in $City$:;

8. Modifying and displaying user values

The ask-u command (-u for update) prompts the user to change a value:

set city = Poitiers;
ask-u city = [/bChoose a new value] City;
write Customers living in $city$ :;

which gives:
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The block [/bChoose a new value] inserts a message intended, for example, to
inform the user. The '/b' parameter indicates that this comment must appear in bold-
face. 

The message can span several lines. A line break is indicated by a command '@n'
in the message. Similarly, the '@t' command introduces a tab.

The showData statement creates a box similar to the ask-u statement, but does
not allow field values to be modified. It is used to display a collection of values:

set cus = C400;
set nam = FERARD;
set cit = Poitiers;
showData cus,nam,cit = [Check these data (OK or Cancel)]
                        Number|Name|City;

Simplified forms also apply to these instructions:

set Name = FERARD;
set City = Poitiers;
ask-u Name,City;
showData Name,City;
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9. Entering values by selection in a predefined list

The user is invited to select a value from a list of predefined proposals instead of
entering a value on the keyboard:

ask name,city = Name|City[(Paris,Londres,Bruxelles,Genève)];
write Customers named $name$ living in $city$:;

The block [(Paris,Londres,Bruxelles,Genève)] specifies the list (in brac-
kets) of reference values. At runtime, a drop-down list appears:

 
The values can be extracted from the database:

openDB ORDERS.db;
ask city = City[select distinct City
                from   CUSTOMER order by City];
write Customers living in $city$:;

The block [select distinct City from CUSTOMER] specifies the list of values
as an SQL query. If the list is large, it is prudent to sort it through an order by
clause.

In both list formats, the user can also enter a value using the keyboard. However,
manual entry can be prohibited by forcing the user to select a value from the list.
This will be done using symbol '!' before the list:

openDB ORDERS.db;
ask name,city = Name|City[!(Paris,Londres,Bruxelles,Genève)];
ask city = City[!select distinct City
                 from   CUSTOMER order by City];

It is possible to distinguish the values appearing in the list from those assigned to the
variable. In the following example, the list shows the number and name of the custo-
mers, while the variable only receives the number. This facilitates both the visual
selection of a value and the processing of the value received by the variable :

openDB ORDERS.db;
ask cus = Customer[!select CustID||' '||Name, CustID
                    from   CUSTOMER order by Name,CustID];
select * from CUSTOMER where CustID = '$cus$';
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10. Selecting items (single, multiple)

The selectOne command creates a box containing a message (optional) and a list
of radio buttons. The target variable (tableNum) contains the number of the checked
item.

selectOne tableNum = [Choose the table to display]
                      CUSTOMER|PRODUCT|CUSTORDER|DETAIL;
write Table number $tableNum$ has been selected.;

If we want the name associated with this box, we will proceed as follows, using the
item function. This function extracts the element at a given index (here the tableNum
value) from a list (here the tableList value). The list is a string whose items are sepa-
rated by a particular symbol (here '|'):
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set tableList = CUSTOMER|PRODUCT|CUSTORDER|DETAIL;
selectOne tableNum = [Choose the table to display]
                     $tableList$;
compute tableName = item('$tableList$',$tableNum$,'|');
write Table $tableName$ has been selected.;

The selectMany statement creates a box with a message (optional) and a list of
checkboxes. Each box corresponds to a target variable (cus, pro, ord, det) indicating
(0/1) if the item has been checked.

selectMany cus,pro,ord,det = [Tables to save]
                           CUSTOMER|PRODUCT|CUSTORDER|DETAIL;
write Selected tables: $us$,$pro$,$ord$,$det$;

The conversion of table numbers into table names can be coded as follows:

set tableList = CUSTOMER|PRODUCT|CUSTORDER|DETAIL;
selectMany t1,t2,t3,t4 = [Tables to save] $tableList$;
for tableNum = [1,4];
   if ($t$tableNum$$ = 0) next;
   compute tableName = item('$tableList$',$tableNum$,'|');
   write Table $tableName$ has been selected;
endfor;

The variable names corresponding to the checkboxes are replaced by letter 't'
followed by an index from 1 to 4. The loop tests the value of each variable and writes
a message if this value is not 0. The expression $t$numTable$$ requires two subs-
titutions: $t$numTable$$ is first converted to $t3$ (if $numTable$ = 3), then
converted to 0 or 1.

These instructions are also available in an update version:

selectOne-u

selectMany-u
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11. Entering and displaying a text. Displaying a message
Text of any length can be entered using the askText command. This creates an
input box possibly accompanied by a message. 

If this message is not necessary, we will write:

askText min;
write $min$;

And, with a message:

askText min = [Enter the minutes of the meeting];
write $min$;

The default text field size is 20 lines of 64 characters. If this size does not fit, the
desired size will be specified via the /x and /y parameters, as in the example below
for an 8-line field of 32 characters: 

askText min = [/x32/y8Enter the minutes of the meeting];
write $min$;

This statement also exists in update variant: askText-u.

set min = Minutes of the meeting of
          March 2nd\nPoint 1:\nPoint 2:;
askText-u min;
write $min$;

Note the use of the \n symbol to force the line break. Since the text is not formatted
by SQLfast but simply inserted into the text box, the @n symbol is not interpreted.

For read-only display, showText is used. The display of a short message will be
more simply done by the instruction showMessage also named pause:

set db = Order.db;
showMessage Database $db$ does not exist.;
pause I really mean: database $db$ does not exist!;
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12. Composite entry and display boxes
A composite box consists of an assembly of elementary dialog boxes: ask, ask-u,
showData, askText, askText-u, showText, selectOne, selectOne-u,
selectMany, selectMany-u and showPicture. 

It is created by the askCombo statement, which specifies a message (optional)
and a list of elementary box definitions each in square brackets. The separators '|'
and '||' define the arrangement in rows and columns of the elementary boxes.

For the construction of complex boxes, it is recommended to store the definition
of each elementary box in a variable then to define the composite box from the
values of these variables:

set D = ask eid,nam,add,cit,dat,fun = [Enter employee data]

        Employee ID|Name|Address|City|Date hired|Function;

set O = selectOne delay = [Immediate or deferred creation?] 

        immediate || deferred;

set T = askText ski = [/w0/y8/x30 Skills of the employee];

set M = selectMany fin,pro,per = [Host service]

        Finance||Production||Personnel;

askCombo [/b Recording an employee] [$D$]|[$O$]||[$T$]|[$M$];
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This box was defined for an input field length of 20 characters:

parameter entryWidth = 20;

13. Time
SQLfast uses the temporal types of SQL:

– date: character string format '2018-08-24'
– time: character string format '22:45:06' or, including milliseconds :

'22:45:06.083'
– datetime: combination of date and time: '2016-08-24 22:45:06'
– period (or duration) : number of seconds and milliseconds: 142.109

The current values of date, time and period are available through three system varia-
bles: date (current date), time (current time in the day) and timer (time elapsed since
chrono reset). 

The statement start-timer sets the chrono (variable timer) to zero. 
The statement wait suspends the script execution, either a fixed number of milli-

seconds (wait 500), or a random time between two limits (wait 100,900).

write Date:     $date$;
write Date1:    $date1$;
write Time:     $time$;
start-timer;
wait 100,900;
write Duration: $timer$;

Result:

Date:     2016-2-18
Date1:    18-02-2016
Time:     22:58:54.703
Duration: 0.453

These variables are useful to date a result and to measure the execution time of a
process:

openDB ORDERS.db;
  start-timer;
  select count(*) from CUSTOMER,CUSTORDER,DETAIL,PRODUCT;
  write Execution time : $timer$;
closeDB;

SQL time constants are also available in the compute statement, in the conditions
and, of course, in SQL queries:

current_date, current_time and current_timestamp

In addition, the SQL function current_timestamp_full() completes the SQL constant
current_timestamp by adding the milliseconds of the current time. 
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The functions year, month, day_in_month, hour, minute, second, millisecond extract
the components of these constants, variables and functions (except for timer, whose
value is a duration and not an instant, and therefore does not obey the standard
format). 

Examples of use:

compute T = current_timestamp_full();
compute Y = year('$T$');
compute M = month('$T$');
compute D = day_in_month('$T$');
compute h = hour('$T$');
compute m = minute('$T$');
compute s = second('$T$');
compute ms = millisecond('$T$');
write Time "$T$" is broken down into ($Y$,$M$,$D$) and 
($h$,$m$,$s$,$ms$);

Result:

Time 2016-10-25 23:33:13.953 is broken down into 2016,10,25 
and 23,33,13,953

Temporal computing
Calculations on date and time values are very complex and depend on the calendar
used and the time zone, among others. To facilitate and standardize these calcula-
tions, these values are converted to Julian days. This system represents any date or
date-time value by a real number of which 0.0 designates November 24 -4712 at
noon. The whole part of the Julian day represents a day and the decimal part repre-
sents a time in the day. However, the representation and calculations are only
guaranteed to be correct in the interval [0000-01-01 00:00:00 and 9999-12-31
23:59:59].

Conversions are made via the julianday function in one direction and the date, time
and datetime functions in the other direction:

compute J = julianday('2016-07-24 16:04:54');
compute D = date($J$);
compute T = time($J$);
compute DT = datetime($J$);
write $J$, [$D$], [$T$], [$DT$];

Which gives:

2457594.17008, [2016-07-24], [16:04:54], [2016-07-24 16:04:54]

The difference between two dates is expressed as follows: 

compute DD = int(julianday('2016-07-24')
                 - julianday('2016-02-24'));
write Between '2016-02-24' and '2016-07-24'
      there are $DD$ days;
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Which gives:

Between '2016-02-24' and '2016-07-24' there are 151 days

Moreover, the date '2016-07-24' can be computed by

compute D2 = date(julianday('2016-02-24') + 151);

Computing times is performed in a similar way:

compute IT = julianday('23:59:59') - julianday('11:59:59');
write Interval = $IT$;

That is:

Interval = 0.5;

How to add a time, e.g., 8h30, to a date? One would be tempted to write:

compute D4 = datetime(julianday('2016-10-32 18:00:00')
             + julianday('08:30:00'));
write Result = $D4$;

Obviously, this does not work.
When the date is missing from a time value, the conventional date '2000-01-01' is

assumed. The time '08:30:00' is therefore actually the date '2000-01-01 08:30:00'. To
express '08:30:00' alone, you must remove the '2000-01-01' day from your Julian day.
So we'll have to write:

compute t = julianday('08:30:00') - julianday('2000-01-01');
compute D4 = datetime(julianday('2016-10-31 18:00:00') + $t$);
write Result = $D4$;

14. Where are we? Environment variables
SQLfast has a series of system variables that provide information about the context
in which a script is executed: the current directories, the platform, the DBMS, the
open database, the name of the script being executed, the call level of the current
script, etc.:

openDB ORDERS.db;
  write scriptDirectory: $scriptDirectory$;
  write dbDirectory:     $dbDirectory$;
  write platform:        $platform$;
  write DBMS:            $DBMS$;
  write dbName:          $dbName$;
  write scriptName:      $scriptName$;
closeDB;

This will give us an overview of the current environment:
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scriptDirectory: D:/SQLfast-2015/SQLfast/Chapitre-18
dbDirectory:     D:/SQLfast-2015/Databases/
platform:        win32
DBMS:            SQLite 3
dbName:          ORDERS.db
scriptName:      _SQLfast_local.sql

Remark
_SQLfast_local.sql is the name of the file where the script submitted for execution
via the graphical interface is stored. We will avoid giving this name to a real
script. 

15. Computing

The compute statement assigns to a variable the result of the evaluation of an SQL
expression.

set N = 127;
compute N = $N$ + 1;
compute dist = sqrt($N$*$N$ + 1) - sqrt($N$*$N$ - 1);
write N = $N$; dist = $dist$;

set name = DUPONT;
set city = Genève;
compute address = upper(substr('$name$',1,1))
                ||lower(substr('$name$',2,99))
                ||' '
                ||simplify('$city$');
write $address$;

Which results in:

N = 128; dist = 0.00781250000364
Dupont geneve

Important remark
The expression to be evaluated strictly follows the SQL syntax. However,
wherever they appear, the functions are independent of the DBMS used. In parti-
cular, SQLfast provides many more functions than most DBMS.
The following assignments are SQL compliant and therefore are valid:

compute OK = $address$ like '%Neuve%'
compute année = year(current_date)
compute bonus = case when $M$ < 1000 then 20 else $M$/50 end;
compute traduc = replace(trim($address$),'Neuve','New');

The functions allowed in SQLfast are listed in integrated tutorial SQLfast commands
as well as in document SQLfast-Commands.pdf.
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16. Alternative

The alternative, or if statement, allows one or more conditional instructions to be
executed. 

In this example, all the rows of the DETAIL table will be deleted if the user expli-
citly requests it, that is, if del = 1:

openDB ORDERS.db;
  ask del = Delete the rows of DETAIL (0/1)?;
  if ($del$ = 1) delete from DETAIL;
  select * from DETAIL;
  abortDB;
closeDB;

The modification was cancelled (abortDB) in order to preserve the initial state of
the database.

The conditional execution can concern a sequence of several instructions:

openDB ORDERS.db;
  ask del = Delete the rows of DETAIL (0/1)?;
  if ($del$ = 1);
     delete from DETAIL;
     showMessage Table DETAIL is empty;
  endif;
  abortDB;
closeDB;

We can also specify the operations to execute if the condition is false:

openDB ORDERS.db;
  ask del = Delete rows of DETAIL (0/1)?;
  if ($del$ = 1);
     delete from DETAIL;
     showMessage Table DETAIL is empty;
     abortDB;
  else;
     showMessage Table DETAIL has not been updated;
  endif;
closeDB;

Important remark
The condition strictly follows the SQL syntax. So we will write:

if ('$city$' = 'Poitiers') write OK;
if (upper('$DESCRIPTION$') like '%PINE%') write OK;
if ('$number$' = '0') write OK;
if ($number$ = 0) write OK;
if (simplify('$city$') = 'geneve') write OK;
if (cast('$number$' as integer) = 0) write OK;
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17. Extracting data from a table row
The extract statement executes a select SQL query and stores in the target
variables the data provided by the first row of the result. If this result is empty, the
reception variables will also be empty.

openDB ORDERS.db;
  extract nam,loc = select Name,City from CUSTOMER
                    where  CustID = 'C400';
  write-b $nam$, $loc$;
  extract nam,loc = select Name,City
                    from   CUSTOMER where Cat is not null;
  write $nam$, $loc$;
  extract nam,loc = select Name,City
                    from   CUSTOMER where Cat is not null #2;
  write-a $nam$, $loc$;
closeDB;

Important remark
The behavior of ask is very different from that of extract when there are no
values: no modification for ask and setting to empty for extract. The latter
behaviour is justified by the subtleties associated with null values and empty sets. 
This question is covered in detail in the SQLfast Tutorial, chapter 8, paragraph
8.9 Empty sets, null values and statistics.

18. Range-based for loop
The for loop header is used to execute one or more instructions for successive
values of an interval of integers or real numbers.

for I = [1,5] write I = $I$;
for J = [1,5,2] write J = $J$;
for K = [1,2,0.1] write K = $K$;
for M = [1,5] for N = [1,$M$] write (M,N) = ($M$,$N$);

The for-endfor form allows a loop body of several instructions.

for I = [1,5];
   compute result = cast($I$*($I$-1)/2 as real);
   write Resultat for I = $result$;
endfor;

19. SQL-based for loop
This for loop allows to execute one or more statements for the successive rows of
the resultset of an SQL select query.

openDB ORDERS.db;
  for nam,loc = [select Name,City from CUSTOMER]
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      write $nam$, $loc$;
closeDB;

The for-endfor form allows a loop body of several instructions.

openDB ORDERS.db;
  ask cat = Category[!select distinct Cat
                      from   CUSTOMER where Cat is not null];
  set I = 0;
  for nam,loc = [select Name,City
                 from   CUSTOMER where Cat = '$cat$'];
     compute I = $I$ + 1;
     write Customer $I$: $nam$, $loc$;
  endfor;
closeDB;

It is possible to limit the result to the rows whose rank falls within an interval:

openDB ORDERS.db;
  set from = 2;
  set to  = 5;
  for nam,loc = [select Name,City from CUSTOMER
                 order by CustID #[1,5]]
      write $nam$,$loc$;
  write;
  for nam,loc = [select Name,City from CUSTOMER 
                 order by CustID #[$from$,$to$]]
      write $nam$,$loc$;
  write;
  for nam,loc = [select Name,City from CUSTOMER 
                 order by CustID #[1,5,2]]
      write $nom$,$loc$;

A nested loop structure allows the production of customized reports (the @S3
command creates 3 spaces):

openDB ORDERS.db;
  for cus,nam = [select CustID,Name from CUSTOMER
                 where  City = 'Poitiers'
                 and    CustID in (select CustID
                                   from CUSTORDER)];
     write CUSTOMER : $cus$ $nam$;
     for ord,dat = [select OrdID,DateOrd
                    from   CUSTORDER where CustID = '$cus$'];
        write @S3CUSTORDER $ord$ of $dat$ :;
        for pro,qty,pri,mon = [select D.ProdID,Qord,Price, 
                                      Qord*Price
                               from   DETAIL D,PRODUCT P
                               where  OrdID = '$ord$'
                               and    D.ProdID = P.ProdID]
            write @S6Detail ($pro$) : $qty$ x $pri$ = $mon$; 
     endfor;
  endfor;
closeDB;

Result:
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CUSTOMER : C400 FERARD
   CUSTORDER 30179 of 2015-12-22 :
      Detail (CS262) : 60 x 75 = 4500
      Detail (PA60) : 20 x 95 = 1900
   CUSTORDER 30184 of 2015-12-23 :
      Detail (CS464) : 120 x 220 = 26400
      Detail (PA45) : 20 x 105 = 2100
   CUSTORDER 30186 of 2016-01-02 :
      Detail (PA45) : 3 x 105 = 315

Example of reading by pages of 5 lines:

openDB ORDERS.db;
  extract cus = select count(*) from CUSTOMER;
  for from = [1,$cus$,5];
     compute to = $from$ + 4;
     for nam,loc = [select Name,City from CUSTOMER
                    order by Name #[$from$,$to$]]
         write $nam$, $loc$;
     pause Next page;
  endfor;
closeDB;

20. File-based for loop

The for loop on file allows to extract the successive lines of a text file. 

for line = [file Files/data.txt] write $line$;

or

for line = [file Files/data.txt];
  compute item1 = item('$line$',1,',');
  compute item2 = item('$line$',2,',');
  write $item1$  + $item2$;
endfor;

The reading loop of a file can also be expressed using the elementary primitives
openTextFile,  nextTextLine and closeTextFile:

set file = Files/data.txt;
openTextFile $file$;
while (True);
  nextTextLine line = $file$;
  if ('$FILEdiag$' = 'NONE') exit;
  write $line$;
endwhile;
closeTextFile $file$;
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21. While loop
The while loop allows to execute a sequence of one or more instructions as long as
a condition is satisfied.

set I = 0;
while (not $I$ between 1 and 10)
   ask I = [Enter a nomber between 1 and 10] Number:;
write $I$;

openDB ORDERS.db;
while ($I$ <> 0);
   extract A = select City
               from   CUSTOMER where CustID = '$ID$';
   execSQL Process.sql;
endwhile;

22. Controlling loop execution
The natural sequence of a loop can be modified by two instructions:

– next: forces the next iteration of the loop,
– exit: to force the exit of the loop.

A technique (a little barbaric) to ignore customers that have a negative account:

openDB ORDERS.db;
  for nam,loc,acc = [select Name,City,Account
                     from   CUSTOMER];
     if ($acc$ < 0) next;
     write $nam$, $loc$, $acc$;
  endfor;
closeDB;

A while loop can be completely controlled by the next and exit commands:

while (True);
   execSQL Process.sql;
   if ($I$ = 0) exit;
   if ($I$ > 10) next;
   execSQL Print.sql;
endwhile;

23. Controlling dialogues
When a dialog box is closed, system variable DIALOGbutton contains the name of
the button by which the user left this box. 

openDB ORDERS.db;
  ask ord,pro,qty = Order:|Product:|Quantity:;
  if ('$DIALOGbutton$' = 'OK')
     insert into DETAIL
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            values ('$ord$','$pro$',$qty$);
closeDB;

The control can also be done on the values entered:

ask ord,pro,qty = Order:|Product:|Quantity:;
if ('$DIALOGbutton$' = 'Cancel' or '$ord$' = '') exit;

24. Procedures, functions, SQLfast applications, external 
programs

SQLfast offers several methods to let a script call a function, a procedure or an
external program.

a) SQLfast scripts
The first method is the request to execute (or call) an SQLfast script via the
execSQL statement:

set filename = SQLfast1.ini;
execSQL readParameter.sql;
write $result$;

All variables being global, the called script has access to all existing variables, both
in consultation (filename) and in modification (result). There is therefore no explicit
transmission of arguments.

b) Python program or function
The second technique consists in invoking, via the execApp instruction, a Python
program by mentioning its name (without extension), the value of its arguments
($profile$) and the variables receiving its results (v1,v2):

execApp v1,v2 = updateParameters $profile$;

or a function of this program:

execApp v1,v2 = updateParameters:Standard $profile$;

The instruction function is synonymous with execApp but is more natural when
only one function of this program is invoked. 

function length,status = LGeo:computePerimeter $poly$;

Remarks
– The first form of execApp mentioning only the name of the program actually

calls the Main(arg) function of that program. It is therefore equivalent to this:
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execApp v1,v2 = updateParameters:Main $profile$;

– The arguments and results of the call are strings.
– The arguments of a function call form a comma-separated list of constants. If a

constant itself includes a comma, the list analysis may fail. In this case, the cons-
tant at risk will be surrounded by curly brakets:

execApp v1,v2 = updateParameters {14, rue de l'Eté};

c) External program
The third form consists in running an external program, such as a pdf reader, a word
processor or a web browser:

execProg "D:/Program Files/.../Foxit Reader.exe" Manual.pdf;
execProg "D:/Program Files/.../firefox.exe" Client.html;

The SQLfast.ini file allows to initialize a series of variables dedicated to the main
types of external programs:

TEXTprocessor = notepad.exe
WSprocessor = "D:/Program Files/.../Office/excel.exe"
DOCprocessor = "D:/Program Files/.../Office/winword.exe"
IMAGEprocessor = "D:/Program Files/.../PSP.exe"
PDFprocessor = "D:/Program Files/.../Foxit Reader.exe"
HTMLprocessor = "D:/Program Files/.../firefox.exe"
VIDEOprocessor = "D:/Program Files/VideoLAN/VLC/vlc.exe"
SOUNDprocessor = "D:/Program Files/VideoLAN/VLC/vlc.exe"

So we'll write instead:

execProg $HTMLprocessor$ Client.html;

Important remark
As soon as an external program is started by the execProg instruction, the calling
script continues its execution without waiting for the program to end.

25. Apostrophes, null values and empty strings
The values from the data entry boxes, the data extracted from the database, the
values of the variables in a script and the values to be stored in the database obey
different rules, regardless of the DBMS and regardless of the programming language
in which the script is written.

a) SQL constants and apostrophes
Let's take as an example the value of the Address column of customer B512, i.e.
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     14, r. de l'Eté

... consisting of 15 characters, including an internal apostrophe and a comma. 
This string is saved as it is on the disk, inserted by a user into a field in an entry

box (ask) and displayed on the screen in a display box (showData) or data update
box (ask-u). 

However, it cannot appear as constant in a condition or statement that records it
in the database, because it does not comply with the SQL syntax of constants. On
the one hand, it must be surrounded by apostrophes and on the other hand, the
internal apostrophes must be doubled. This address value must be transformed as
follows before any use in SQL:

     '14, r. de l''Eté'

We will therefore have to write, in SQL queries:

     ... where Address = '14, r. de l''Eté'

or:

     ... values ('B512','GILLET','14, r. de l''Eté', ...)

The SQLfast language offers two techniques to process the value of a variable accor-
ding to SQL syntax.
– In addition to the usual substitution operator $var$, there is a variant, §var§, which

has the effect of replacing the variable name by its value, but after doubling the
apostrophes that this value contains. 
We can then write:

openDB ORDERS.db;
set adr = 14, r. de l'Eté;
select * from CUSTOMER where Address = '§adr§';

– The LStr library (String Library) offers two appropriate transformation functions:
– SQLquote, which adds surrounding apostrophes and doubles internal apostro-

phes,
– SQLquote2, which merely doubles internal apostrophes. 
So, we can write:

set adr = 14, r. de l'Eté;
function adr = LStr:SQLquote {$adr$};
openDB ORDERS.db;
  select * from CUSTOMER where Address = $adr$;

or:

set adr = 14, r. de l'Eté;
function adr = LStr:SQLquote2 {$adr$};
openDB ORDERS.db;
  select * from CUSTOMER where Address = '$adr$';
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The brackets surrounding $adr$ in the SQLquote function argument protect its
value and prevent the interpretation of possible commas as argument separators.

b) Empty strings and null values
SQL distinguishes, among strings, 

– the empty string, whose length is 0, and which can be concatenated to other
strings without destroying them

– the missing string, represented by a null value, whose length is null and whose
concatenation with other strings produces null. 

On the other hand, the input boxes and variables only know the empty string. 
Two problems: (1) how to enter null values in the database and (2) how to display a
null value extracted from the database?

- Entering null values in the database
A value returned by an input box does not distinguish the two cases: a field left
empty returns an empty string, whatever its meaning. A reasonable interpretation
would be this one:
– if the empty string is to be assigned to a mandatory (not null) column, it is

interpreted as an existing, but empty, string,
– if the empty string is to be assigned to an optional (nullable) column, it is inter-

preted as a null value.
The script below changes the Cat value (optional column) of customer C400. It
receives a string from the input box that may be empty, in which case it is inter-
preted as null: 

openDB ORDERS.db;
  ask cat = [/bCategory of customer C400] Category;
  update CUSTOMER
  set Cat = case when '$cat$' = '' then null else '$cat$' end
  where  CustID = 'C400';
  select CustID,Cat from CUSTOMER;
  commitDB;
closeDB;

For an optional numerical column, write instead (assuming the Account column is
optional):
set Account = case when '$cpt$' = '' then null else $cpt$ end

- null values extracted from the database
How to display a null value? How to assign it to a variable?
If the result of a select statement contains null values, these are transformed
according to the dispNull parameter of the SQLfast.ini initialization file:

dispNull = --
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The default value is an empty string. The above assignment replaces it with --,
considered more aesthetic on the screen!
If a null value is assigned to a variable in an extract or SQL-for statement, it
is replaced by an empty string.

26. Uppercase, lowercase and accents
The sorted presentation of strings encounters some problems when they contain
upper and lower case letters and accented letters. Indeed, letters such as 'a', 'A', 'À'
and 'à' do not appear consecutively. According to common coding schemes (which
are mostly 7-bit ASCII code extensions), the lowercase block follows the uppercase
block and precedes the accented letter block, so that 'Z' <  'a', and  'z' <  'à'. 
Therefore, the SQL query :

select * from CUSTOMER order by Name;

when customer names include lowercase, uppercase and accented letters, generally
produces an illegible result.

One solution is to sort values whose capital letters have been converted to lower
case:

select * from CUSTOMER order by lower(Name);

This works file, except for accented letters, which the SQL lower function does not
transform. 

It is possible to address the problem via the SQL collate clause, but SQLfast
offers a function that more simply solves the problem in most cases: deaccent,
which replaces each accented letter with its base letter: 'à' becomes 'a' and 'À'
becomes 'A'. In order to group in the same sequence all the variants of the same
letter, we will write:

select * from CUSTOMER order by lower(deaccent(Name));

Similarly, the following query, which searches all books whose title contains a given
word, will usually produce incomplete results (note the use of operator § §):

set word = bûcheron;
select * from BOOK
where  TITLE like '%§word§%';

The following form will give us a result more in line with our expectations:

set word = bûcheron;
select * from BOOK 
where  lower(deaccent(TITLE) like
       lower(deaccent('%§word§%'));

SQLfast offers function simplify, that combines functions lower and deaccent:
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where simplify(TITLE) like simplify('%§word§%');

27. Displaying the result of a query
The contents of a table, a view or the result of a query is displayed by default on the
current output channel, usually the output window. The standard format is tabular
with column frames:

select CustID,Name from CUSTOMER where City = 'Poitiers';

+--------+-----------+
| CustID | Name      |
+--------+-----------+
| B112   | HANSENNE  |
| F010   | TOUSSAINT |
| C400   | FERARD    |
+--------+-----------+

28. Customization of the data display layout
The tabular format in which the select instruction displays its result is defined by
22 system variables, classified into seven line types: 

– an introductory text (selectIntro),
– the three horizontal bars (bar1, bar2, bar3), 
– the title line (head), 
– the data lines (data), 
– a closure text (selectClose). 

Each type of line, except selectIntro and selectClose, is defined by 4 strings variables
according to their position in the line : (1) extreme left, (2) position of a title or a
value, (3) separation of titles/values, (4) extreme right.
Illustration :

                        --> selectIntro
1----2---3-----2-----4  --> bar1 = (bar11,bar12,bar13,bar14)
1 222222 3 2222      4  --> head = (head1,head2,head3,head4)
1----2---3-----2-----4  --> bar2 = (bar21,bar22,bar23,bar24)
1 2222   3 22222222  4  --> data = (data1,data2,data3,data4)
| F010   | TOUSSAINT |  
| C400   | FERARD    |  
1----2---3-----2-----4  --> bar3 = (bar31,bar32,bar33,bar34)
                        --> selectClose

The standard format is defined by the following 22 assignments:

set bar11 = +-;      set bar21 = +-;      set bar31 = +-;
set bar12 = -;       set bar22 = -;       set bar32 = -;
set bar13 = -+-;     set bar23 = -+-;     set bar33 = -+-;
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set bar14 = -+@n;    set bar24 = -+@n;    set bar34 = -+@n;

set head1 = | ;      set data1 = | ;
set head2 = @h;      set data2 = @v;
set head3 = @s| ;    set data3 = @s| ;
set head4 = @s|@n;   set data4 = @s|@n;

set selectIntro = ;
set selectClose = ;

A string can include formatting commands (@ prefix):
– @n: line break
– @t: tabulation
– @h: insert name of the colomn
– @v: insert value of the column of the current row
– @s: one space character
– @S5: 5 space characters
– @A: inserts the current value of the auto-incrementing counter A, defined by the

two system variables selectA0 (initial value) and selectAi (increment). A is reset
before each data line is analyzed. Variables selectA0 and selectAi are initialized
before the data are displayed. Their default values are 0 and 1 respectively.

– @0, ..., @4: to be replaced by the current value of the system variables select0,
..., select4.

– @@: replaced by @.

The select-align parameter indicates whether the data item of each line should
follow a tabular alignment (Y), as in the standard format, or not (N), as in the csv or
LateX formats for example:  

parameter select-align = Y;

The SQLfast distribution includes twelve predefined formats encoded as SQLfast
scripts. The script of the desired format is to be executed before data extraction.
Remember to restore the standard format after extraction:

– standard tabular format
UTIL-SELECT-parameters-standard-1.sql

– alternative tabular format
UTIL-SELECT-parameters-standard-2.sql

– list format
UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-listes.sql

– HTML tabular format
UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-HTML.sql

– key-value format
UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-KEY-VALUE.sql

– LateX tabular format
UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-LATEX.sql
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– Microsoft RTF tabular format
UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-RTF.sql

– SQL insert query format
UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-SQL.sql

– relationnal tuples format
UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-TUPLE.sql

– CSV exchange format (separator and header specified through system variables) 
UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-CVS.sql

– XML exchange format
UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-XML.sql

– JSON exchange format
UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-JSON.sql

Example : data generation in Key-value format

execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-KEY-VALUE.sql;
select  CustID,Name,City from CUSTOMER;
execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-standard-1.sql

Which gives:

CustID = B112
Name = HANSENNE
City = Poitiers

CustID = C123
Name = MERCIER
City = Namur

etc.

29. Writing media : the output channels

Operations that write data (write, select, etc.) display them in the output
window. However, this window is not the only medium on which data can be
displayed. These media are referred to as output channels. The default output
channel is the output window but a script can choose others according to its needs. 

A channel is selected using the outputOpen and outputAppend commands.
The outputOpen command opens the specified channel and deletes its previous
content. The outputAppend command opens the specified channel but writes after
the previous content. 

– Writing in the output window

outputOpen window;
outputAppend window;
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– Writing in a text file
outputOpen expenses.csv;
outputAppend expenses.csv;

– Writing on the console (equivalent to window in the current version)
outputOpen console;
outputAppend console;

– Writing in a text file with the same name as the main script
outputOpen standard;
outputAppend standard;

– Writing in a script variable (suffix .var tells that result is a variable)
outputOpen result.var;
outputAppend result.var;

Opening a channel first closes the current channel. When you have written to a file,
it is essential to close it by selecting, for example, the output window:

outputOpen result.var;
write AZERTY, QWERTY;
outputAppend window;
write $result$;

Write operations can be deactivated/reactivated by the command output:
output off;
output on;

30. Operations on external files
SQLfast includes commands to create, read and manage external files.

a) Selecting a file or a directory
The selectDirectory instruction allows the user to select a directory. The selec-
tion starts in a reference directory (here D:/SQLfast) and returns the complete address
of the selected directory (source) :

selectDirectory source = D:/SQLfast;
write $source$;

To select a file, use the selectFile statement. It also starts in a reference directory
(here D:/SQLfast/Scripts), specifies the file type (SQL scripts) and its extension (sql).
It returns the complete address of the selected file (code):

selectFile code = Scripts, SQL scripts, sql;
write $code$;
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b) File manipulation
Copying a file (copyFile) is error-free if the source file exists and the destination
file does not exist yet. In other cases an error is triggered. If the destination file
already exists, it is replaced if suffix -r is specified (copyFile-r). If the suffix -e is
specified (copyFile-e) no error is triggered if the source file is missing. The two
suffixes can be combined (copyFile-re). 

copyFile-r Databases/ORDERS.db, Databases/ORDERS.db.back;

The renameFile instruction renames a file. An error is triggered if the source file
does not exist or if a file already exists under the new name. The suffix -e deletes the
notification in the first case and the suffix -r replaces the existing file in the second
case. These two suffixes can be combined. 

renameFile Databases/ORDERS-old.db, Databases/ORDERS-new.db;

The deleteFile instruction deletes a file. The deleteFile-e variant does not
trigger an error if the file does not exist.

deleteFile Databases/ORDERS-new.db;
deleteFile-e Databases/ORDERS-absent.db;

c) Consulting a directory
Instruction fileNames explores a directory (D:/SQLfast/Images) and stores in a text
file (namesF.txt) the list of file names located there. If an extension (gif) is specified,
only the files of this extension are considered. Names are absolute, unless the suffix
-s is present (fileNames-s), in which case only local names are recorded. 

fileNames Files/namesF.txt = D:/SQLfast/Images, gif;
fileToVariable V = Files/namesF.txt;
write $V$;

fileNames-s Files/namesF.txt = D:/SQLfast/Images, gif;
fileToVariable V = Files/namesF.txt;
write $V$;

Variant fileNamesAll recursively explores the directory tree starting from the
reference directory:

fileNamesAll Files/namesF.txt = D:/SQLfast, gif;

The dirNames statement explores a directory (D:/SQLfast) and stores in a text file
(namesD.txt) the list of directory names located there. The dirNamesAll variant
recursively explores the directory tree from the reference directory. Suffix -s returns
local names. The reference directory is not included in the list unless prefix -r (r for
root) is specified.

dirNames Files/namesD.txt = D:/SQLfast;
dirNamesAll Files/namesD.txt = D:/SQLfast;
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The instructions dirFileNames and dirFileNamesAll explore a directory (D:/
SQLfast) and store in a text file (namesD.txt) the list of directory and file names
located there. Suffixes -s and -r are allowed.

dirFileNames Files/namesFD.txt = D:/SQLfast;
dirFileNamesAll Files/namesFD.txt = D:/SQLfast;

d) Transfer from/to a file
Instruction variableToFile copies the contents of a variable (param1) into a file
(parameters.txt). The file is created if it does not exist and is replaced if it exists. The
contents of the variable is of any nature. In the assignment below (set), the symbols
\n insert line breaks in order to define one parameter per line.

set param1 = A=2\nB=45\nC=-7;
variableToFile param1 = Files/parameters.txt;

The reverse operation is performed by the fileToVariable instruction: copying
the contents of a file into a variable (param2). The content of the file must be a text.

fileToVariable param2 = Files/parametres.txt;
write $param2$;

If the contents of the file is of any nature, the BfileToVariable variant will be
used. In this case, the variable is of the binary type and can no longer appear in a
substitution operator.

BfileToVariable music = Files/Christmas-in-Provence.mp3;

The display in the output window of the contents of variable music will obviously be
forbidden!

e) Reading and writing in a text file
Reading the successive lines of a text file is done by the file-based for loop: 

set file = Files/data.txt;
for line = [file $file$] write $line$;

It is also possible to extract successive lines via the primitives openTextFile,
nextTextLine and closeTextLine:

openTextFile $file$;
while (True);
   nextTextLine line = $file$;
   if ('$FILEdiag$' = 'NONE') exit;
   write $line$;
endwhile;
closeTextFile $file$;
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Writing to a file consists in choosing this file as the output channel by instructions
outputOpen or outputAppend. It is important to close this file by changing the
output channel before using it.

outputOpen Numbers.txt;
for I = [1,10] write $I$;
outputAppend window;
fileToVariable list = $outputDirectory$/Numbers.txt;
write $list$;

The name of the files deserves a word of explanation. The outputOpen and
outputAppend statements that specify a file by its relative name locate it in the
default SQLfast/Output directory. The instruction outputOpen Numbers.txt thus
creates, in a standard installation, a file with the name D:/SQLfast/Output/
Numbers.txt.
On the other hand, the instruction fileToVariable does not make any assump-
tions about the location of the source file. If the name of the latter is local, the default
directory is the general directory SQLfast. It is therefore necessary to specify the full
name, in the form $outputDirectory$/Numbers.txt, which, by substitution, gives D:/
SQLfast/Output/Numbers.txt.

In some environments, the line break character of the file does not match that of the
new output channel. In this case, it will be replaced before being displayed by the
command replace:

replace liste = \n,@n;

f) Finding homonymous files
The instructions for consulting a directory allow us to carry out interesting treat-
ments on the contents of this directory.

The code below searches a specified directory (here D:/SQLfast) for script files
(extension 'sql') of the same name, which are therefore likely to constitute
duplicates. 

The list of the names of these files is stored in text file filenames.txt, the lines of
which are then read to be inserted in the FILE table of a temporary database (a InMe-
mory name database resides in memory and is deleted when it is closed). An SQL
query searches for duplicate file names:

fileNamesAll Files/fileNames.txt = D:/SQLfast, sql;
createDB InMemory;
create table FILE(Path varchar(512));
for path = [file Files/fileNames.txt]
    insert into FILE values('$path$');
select lastPathNode(Path) as Name, count(*) as Nbr
from   FILE group by Name having Nbr > 1;

Which gives us, for example:
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+--------------------------+------+
| Name                     | Nbr  |
+--------------------------+------+
| CLICOM-create-load.sql   | 2    |
| CLICOM-extract-all.sql   | 2    |
| ORDERS-create-insert.sql | 3    |
| ORDERS-write-all.sql     | 3    |
+--------------------------+------+

Function lastPathNode(S) returns the last node of path S, here the local name of the
file. Using the additional function pathPrefix(S), which returns path S without its
final node, we also get the list of source directories for these files:

fileNamesAll Files/fileNames.txt = D:/SQLfast, sql;
createDB InMemory;
create table FILE(Path varchar(512));
for path = [file Files/fileNames.txt]
    insert into FILE values('§path§');
select lastPathNode(Path) as Name,
       group_concat(pathPrefix(path), '; ') as Sources
from   FILE group by Name having count(*) > 1;

The result is now more precise:

+------------------------+-------------------------------------------------+
| Name                   | Sources                                         |
+------------------------+-------------------------------------------------+
| CLICOM-create-load.sql | D:/SQLfast/Scripts/BD-2015/Chaptre-02;          |
|                        | D:/SQLfast/Scripts/BD-2015/Chapitre-06          |
| CLICOM-extract-all.sql | D:/SQLfast/Scripts/BD-2015/Chaptre-02;          |
|                        | D:/SQLfast/Scripts/BD-2015/Chapitre-06          |
| ...                    | ...                                             |
| ORDERS-write-all.sql   | D:/SQLfast/Scripts/BD-2015/Chapitre-02;         |
|                        | D:/SQLfast/Scripts/SQLfast-Tutorials/Chapter-01 |
|                        | ...                                             |
+------------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

31. Image manipulation
An image is displayed using the showPicture command, that specifies a gif or
jpeg image (JeuxDePlage.gif, Beach game in French) as well as the message
(optional) that accompanies the image:

showPicture Images/JeuxDePlage.gif = [/bJeux de plage];
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The image is provided as a gif, jpeg or jpg file or as the contents of a variable:

BfileToVariable var = Images/JeuxDePlage.gif;
showPicture var = [/bJeux de plage];

The instruction BfileToVariable is a variant of fileToVariable capable of
assigning to an SQLfast variable a non-printable binary value (image, sound,
formatted document, executable, etc.) As long as it contains this value, this variable
will be ignored by the substitution operators. 

It is possible to save and extract images from a database. The recording is
performed in two stages. First a row is inserted in the table, then the image is
inserted into this row via an insertLOB command (LOB for Large OBject).

The image extraction follows the usual procedure.  
Example, certainly a little convoluted, but with didactic vocation, of a procedure

of copying an image file :

createOrReplaceDB IMAGES.db;
  create table ALBUM(ImID  integer not null primary key,
                     IMAGE BLOB);
  -- Insertion of row 123
  insert into ALBUM(ImID) values(123);
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  -- Reading an image from a file
  BfileToVariable var1 = Images/JeuxDePlage.gif;
  -- Insertion of the image in row 123
  insertLOB var1 = IMAGE from ALBUM where ImID = 123;
  commitDB;
  -- Extraction and copy on disk of image 123 from the DB
  extract var2 = select IMAGE from ALBUM where ImID = 123;
  variableToFile var2 = Images/JeuxDePlage-2.gif;
closeDB;

Remarks
The recording and extraction procedure described above applies to any large
object. A table containing columns of type BLOB can be displayed in the result set
of a select query, provided that these columns only contain characters.

32. Error management

When an error occurs during the execution of a script, SQLfast displays a message
that describes the problem. In addition, if the script in which the error occurred is the
contents of the script area of the main window, the offending line is colored red. The
description of the error appears both in a pop-up message box and on the output
channel. It contains a complete trace of the event:

– the nature of the error
– the full name of the script in which the error occurred
– the number of the line that caused the error.

Also, if the error occurred in a secondary script, for each calling script,
– the full name of the calling script
– the number of the line that called the secondary script.

When executed, SQLfast statements return, via system variables, codes informing
about the execution conditions. 

The general variable Error indicates whether an error was detected (1) or not (0)
when executing the last SQLfast statement. 

For database operation instructions (including createDictionary, askData
with predefined values from the database, extract, insertLOB and generic),
two specific variables are also available:

– SQLdiag: OK (no error), NONE (object not found), DB (DB opening or closing
error or unknown DB), SYNTAX, NULL (not null violation ), VALUE (invalid
value), ID (uniqueness violation), FK (reference violation), SCHEMA (table or
column unknown), SYSTEM (DBMS error), ERROR (other errors).

– EXTENDEDdiag: contains the error message returned by the DBMS; it is
obviously dependent on it; gives more detail about the error. 

Variable EXTENDEDdiag is also used in three other cases:
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– it contains the error message generated by SQLfast statement error, which
artificially causes an error;

– it contains the exception message generated by a trigger;
– it contains the exception message generated by a UDF;

For instructions relating to operations on a file, a specific variable can also be
consulted:

– FILEdiag : OK (no error), NONE (file or line not found), ERROR (other error).

The onError statement specifies the SQLfast engine behavior when an error
occurs: either stop script execution and display an error message (default behavior),
or continue execution without warning:

onError stop;
onError continue;

The following script illustrates the use of statement error:

onError continue;
error ER0503 Customer unknown;
write Error = $Error$ - EXTENDEDdiag = $EXTENDEDdiag$;
onError stop;
error ER0503 Customer unknown;

Remark
In the current version of SQLfast (3.x), only file and database statements return
specific error codes describing the nature of the error. The onError continue
mode must therefore be used with caution for other instructions. In subsequent
versions, it is anticipated that all instructions will return more detailed error
codes.

33. Stopping a script
Let us suppose script A, when executed, calls script B, which itself calls script C.
Script A is the main script (launched by button Run script for example), B and C
being secondary scripts. 

The execution of script C can end in different ways depending on the instruction
that is executed:

– return: the execution of C stops but the execution of the calling script (here
B) goes on.

– stop: all the scripts (C, B and A) end; return to main window.
– shutdown: all scripts (C, B and A) end and SQLfast itself closes.

Executed in the main script, return and stop have the same effect.

if ('$SQLdiag$' = 'NONE') return;
if ($Error$ > 0) stop;
shutdown;
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Remark
A script is qualified main when it has not be called by another script but was laun-
ched from the main window by one of the Run buttons or executed in autoexec
mode. A script executed at the request of another script is called a secondary script.
Main and secondary are not properties of a script but of its position in the execution
chain. 

34. Controlling the substitution operator
Substitution operators $var$ and §var§ act in the preprocessing step of an instruction,
before its execution. They specify the name of a variable that they replace with the
value of that variable. If variable var does not exist, the expressions $var$ and §var§
remain unchanged. Such a case is therefore not considered an error. 

The standard operator $var$ is specified by default delimiters '$' and '$'. These
can be modified in a script by the command parameter:

parameter delimiters = [ ];

Only the left delimiter is mandatory. If needed, reusing the standard delimiters is
done through statement:

parameter delimiters = default;

The default delimiters are '$' and '$', unless they are explicitly specified in initializa-
tion file SQLfast.ini as follows:

delimiters = / /

The statement set has an interesting variant: set-n, that deactivate the substitution
process. 

set-n A = $B$;

This substitution mechanism can be globally disabled by the following instruction:

substitution off;

And reactivated by:

substitution on;

This is illustrated by the fragment below:

set A = 123;
set-n B = $A$;
write B = $B$;
substitution off;
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write B = $B$;
substitution on;
write B = $B$;

Substitution can also be prevented by first deleting the variable:

set var = 123;
write X = $var$;
dropVariable var;
write X = $var$;

This technique will be useful in a script A that generates script B that uses variable
var (itself not used in A) then executes script B.

Délimiters § §
The variant §var§ has the effect of replacing the variable name by its value, but after
doubling the apostrophes that this value contains. This allows character strings to be
introduced in SQL statements, compute expressions and conditions (if, while), in
order to produce SQL syntax compliant statements. 
Two differences compared to operator $ $: (1) § § delimiters are not modifiable, (2)
this form is not subject to recursive substitutions. As soon as the § § substitution has
been performed, the value entered is no longer reexamined.

35. Controlling the state of a script

A script can make use of several information about its status:
– procLevel: variable that indicates the level of the script in the calling chain. The

main script is at level 0, the script it calls directly is at level 1, and so on. Since
the same script can appear more than once in the chain (during recursive calls),
we will rather talk about the current process, i.e. the script instance being
executed. The level is limited to a value defined by parameter maxProcLevel in
initialization file SQLfast.ini. Its default value is 50.

– scriptName, scriptNameFull: local and full names of the script of the current
process.

– mainScriptName, mainScriptNameFull: local and full names of the main script at
the root of the chain of the current process.

The following variables specify the environmental resources and their location.
They are initialized in the SQLfast.ini initialization file. They can be consulted by
scripts and even modified, but this requires the greatest caution!

– DBMS: DBMS used by SQLfast.
– platform: operating system under which SQLfast is running.
– sysPath: full name of the directory in which SQLfast components (included

SQLfast.exe) are stored. 
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– generalDirectory: full name of the SQLfast general directory. In the following,
can be referred to by symbolic name _general. Example: D:/SQLfast. By
default, is equal to sysPath.

– scriptDirectory: name of the default directory where scripts are located. If its
name is local, it is defined in the general directory. If it is equal to_general, it is
the general directory. In the following, it can be referred to by symbolic name
_script. Example: scriptDirectory = Scripts (the D:/SQLfast/Scripts
directory).

– outputDirectory: default directory where files produced by scripts (through
write, select, etc.) whose output channel is specified by the local file name
are located. If the name of this directory is local, it is defined in the general
directory. If it is equal to _general or _script, it is the general directory or script
directory. 

– fileDirectory: default directory where files used by scripts usually (but not
necessarily) are located. If its name is local, it is defined in the general direc-
tory. If it is equal to _general or _script, it is the general directory or script direc-
tory.  

– dbDirectory: default directory where the databases are located. Same rules as
above. Example: dbDirectory = Databases (i.e. the directory D:/SQLfast/
Databases).

– helpDirectory: default directory where Help files, tutorials and their pictures are
located. Same rules as above. Example: helpDirectory =
SQLfastHelp_EN (i.e., directory D:/SQLfast/SQLfastHelp_EN).

How operations on a database and a file end is described by the following variables
(see Error Handling):

– SQLdiag: synthetic database code
– EXTENDEDdiag: detailed code
– FILEdiag: synthetic code for files.

Variable DIALOGbutton gives the name of the button that was used to close the last
dialog box.
Instructions are provided to display the list of variables and their current values:

– writeVariables;: list of user variables, created by scripts
– writeSystemVariables;: list of system variables
– writeParameters;: parameter list.

All variables are global and are accessible and modifiable by all scripts. If necessary,
it is possible to delete user variables:

– dropVariable A: delete user variable A
– dropAllVariables: delete all user variables
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36. Automatic execution of a script
The autoexec parameter of the SQLfast.ini initialization file specifies a script to
execute automatically when SQLfast starts. 

autoexec = LIBRARYmanagement.sql

As soon as this script is finished, the main window is available again to allow the
user to run other scripts. However, if the script ends with the statement 

shutdown; 

then SQLfast also closes. 

37. Execution of large scripts
This is a fast alternative to execSQL. Instructions are directly submitted to the SQL
engine without validation or substitution of variables. Since the script is not loaded
into memory, it is not subject to a size limitation.

The source file contains only SQL statements create, insert, update and
delete. Blank lines and comments (--) are ignored.

The instruction specifies the source file and three integers: first, last and step.
SQLfast executes the statements whose rank in the source file is in the range [first,
last]. The step parameter indicates the location in the interval at which a checkpoint
is executed. At each checkpoint, a commitDB is executed if suffix '-c' is specified. In
addition, if suffix '-t' is specified, a message specifying the execution time is
displayed. 

fastExec    source.sql, 1000000, 2000000, 50000;
fastExec-c  source.sql, 1000000, 2000000, 50000;
fastExec-t  source.sql, 1000000, 2000000, 50000;
fastExec-ct source.sql, 1000000, 2000000, 50000;

In case of error, the execution stops and returns the diagnosis in system variables
FILEdiag or SQLdiag depending on the nature of the error. EXTENDEDdiag indicates
the line number of the file that caused the error. 

38. Generation-execution of scripts
A script can generate a file containing an SQLfast script and then ask for its execu-
tion. The applications of this model are very numerous, in particular to create scripts
specialized for the current database. This technique, very powerful, requires a little
attention. 

Let's examine the example below, in which the script creates a file containing a
small 3-line script, then requests its execution:
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outputOpen $scriptDirectory$/generatedScript.sql;
  write openDB ORDERS.db;;
  write select * from CUSTOMER;;
  write closeDB;;
outputAppend window;
execSQL generatedScript.sql;
deleteFile $scriptDirectory$/generatedScript.sql;

Comments
– outputOpen. This statement redirects the writes to the generatedScript.sql file,

which will be created in default script directory $scriptDirectory$.
– write. The three write instructions create the three script instructions. Be

careful to include the sign ';' at the end of the instruction (so you need two).
– outputAppend. Command outputAppend window is necessary to take back

the hand but also to close the file and thus release it. Otherwise, its execution
will be impossible (Windows code error 32).

– execSQL. This statement executes the new script.
– deleteFile. The instruction deleteFile (optional) deletes this script after

execution. Attention, it is necessary to specify its directory ($scriptDirectory$/
generatedScript.sql) since this instruction ignores that this file is a script.

If both the generator script and the generated script contain an expression such as
$var$, a second run of the generator may fail because the var variable, unknown in
the first generation, was created in the generated script and now has a value. It will
be prudent to insert at the beginning of the generator a dropVariable var
command that will make this variable unknown. 

39. Metadata: the dictionary of a database
The SQLfast dictionary describes the schema of the database currently opened. It

consists of system tables describing tables (SYS_TABLE), columns (SYS_COLUMN),
keys (SYS_KEY) and key components (SYS_KEY_COMP). It also includes a view
(SYS_INTER_TABLE) that describes the graph of tables and foreign keys. 

The dictionary is created either when the database is opened (depending on the
value of the Dictionary parameter of the SQLfast.ini initialization file: on or off), or on
request, via the statement:

createDictionary;

The dictionary can be deleted:
deleteDictionary;

Dictionary tables are temporary and disappear when the database is closed. They are
automatically updated when DDL queries are executed.
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openDB ORDERS.db;
  createDictionary;
  select TableID,TableName from SYS_TABLE;
closeDB;

The structure and contents of the dictionary tables can be consulted using the small
script:

openDB ORDERS.db;
  createDictionary;
  write-b Dictionary table SYS_TABLE;
  select * from SYS_TABLE;
  write-b Dictionary table SYS_COLUMN;
  select * from SYS_COLUMN;
  write-b Dictionary table SYS_KEY;
  select * from SYS_KEY;
  write-b Dictionary table SYS_KEY_COMP;
  select * from SYS_KEY_COMP;
  write-b Dictionary view SYS_INTER_TABLE;
  select * from SYS_INTER_TABLE;
closeDB;

A simplified version, but sufficient to write SQL queries, is available via the Data-
base > Show schema menu of the main window. This schema is displayed, for the
selected database, in a schema window:
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Remember that a more complete diagram can be obtained by clicking on the
Summary label and selecting the Full schema format. In this case, the contents of the
ORDERS.ddl file appear in the window. 

If this file does not exist, it can be created by the SQL-DDL-Generation.sql script
available in the default script directory.

40. HTML visualisation of data
Important

Check that system variable HTMLprocessor has been initialized in file SQLfast.ini
with the full name of your favorite web browser.

Generating an HTML page from the content of a database is quite simple. Producing
the HTML code for tabular presentation of extracted data is just as simple, thanks to
the format defined by the UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-HTML.sql script. 

The script below stores the desired HTML code in the HTML.html file, closes this
file, displays its contents using the default browser whose address is defined by
system variable HTMLprocessor:

openDB ORDERS.db; 
  outputOpen HTML.html; 
  execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-HTML.sql;
  select * from CUSTOMER where City = 'Toulouse';
  execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-standard-1.sql;
  outputAppend window; 
  execProg $HTMLprocessor$ $outputDirectory$/HTML.html;
closeDB;

In the more general version below, the name of the city is provided the user and the
HTML file is deleted after display. 

Warning: a delay of one second (wait 1000) is imposed on the script before
deleting the file so as to give the browser enough time to display it and then release
it.

Note: If SQLfast knows where to write the generated files (by default, the Output
directory), neither the browser nor the delete operation know where they are
stored. Hence the use of the full address of HTML file $outputDirectory$/HTML.html.

openDB ORDERS.db; 
  askData loc = Nom de localité:
                [select distinct City from CUSTOMER]; 
  set locFile = $outputDirectory$/HTML.html;
  outputOpen $locFile$; 
  execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-HTML.sql;
  select * from CUSTOMER where City = '$loc$'; 
  execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-standard-1.sql;
  outputOpen window; 
  execProg $HTMLprocessor$ $locFile$;
  wait 1000;
  deleteFile $locFile$;
closeDB;
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41. Adding a user manual to an SQLfast application

Help files and tutorials are displayed in a tutorial window via the Help button on the
Basic level and via the Help menu on the Expert level.

The SQLfast language has two instructions that allow us to open and close a user
manual, a tutorial or a help file from within a script.

The fragment below, supposed to belong to a script dedicated to learning the SQL
language, opens a help window and loads file 1._Elementary_Queries.tuto, launches
the learning script Module-SQL-01.sql, then closes the help window after displaying
a closing message:

displayHelp Lev0_Tutorials/1._Elementary_Queries.tuto;
set score = 0;
execSQL Module-SQL-01.sql;
showMessage The lesson ends here.
            @nYou have got the score $score$.;
closeHelp;

42.   Extracting data from a web site

Extracting data and documents from a website is quite simple when the volume to be
processed is very small: the data is displayed in a browser window, fragments of
desired text are selected and copied to the clipboard, then pasted into a local docu-
ment. 

For images, video clips and more complex documents (zip or pdf for example),
use the download function of the browser (typically: right click, Save link target).

The problem is much more complex as soon as the number and volume of data
become larger.

Example
Let us suppose that we wanted to build a database on European wildlife. We have
identified a quality site that provides the characteristics of several thousand species,
each accompanied by a picture. Let us also assume that the owner of this site is not
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willing to provide us with her own database but does not object to the data being
extracted from her web pages.  

The source site consists of pages each with ten individual records. Examining the
HTML code of a page tells us that : 

– the address (url) of each page is formed by a common prefix followed by a
sequence number: for example, http://www.animals.europe.org/files/
page_218.html for the 218th page.

– in each page, each record is structured as a division with tags '<div
class="filephp">' and '</a>'.

– the division of a record comprises a series of strings detailing the properties of
a species: common name, scientific name, family, biotope, size, etc. Each
property is represented by a division such that '<div>Family:bovine</div>'.

– the division of each record also contains the address of an image between the
two strings '<a href=' and '.jpg'.

The script
The main script computes the url sequence of the pages, here limited to 1000. For
each, the HTML code is downloaded and stored in variable page. It is then analyzed
by procedure Page-Analysis.sql.

for I = [1,1000];
  set url = http://www.animals.europe.org/files/
                   page_$I$.html;
  webPageToVariable page = $url$;
  if ('$WEBdiag$' = 'NONE') exit; 
  execSQL Page-Analysis.sql;
endfor;

Procedure Page-Analysis.sql extracts successive sections of the current page by the
extractSection function of the LStr library. Each section, which represents the record
of an animal, is then evaluated as follows:

– procedure Extract-Properties.sql extracts the data from the record and the
address of the picture,

– the extracted data are stored in table FILE of the database,
– the picture of the record is downloaded then stored in directory ImagesAnimals.

set pos = 0;
while (True);
  function file,pos Lstr:nextSection
           $page$,$pos$,<div class="filephp>,<div>,</div>;
  if ($pos$ = -1) exit
  execSQL Extract-Properties.sql;
  insert into FILE(CommonName,ScientificName,Family,
                   ...,Image)
         values(§common-name§,§scient-name§,§family§,
                   ...,$urlImage$);
  webFileToFile $fileDirectory$/ImagesAnimals =
                html$urlImage$.jpg;
endwhile;
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Procedure Extract-Properties.sql searches the values of the properties of the record
using tags identifying each of them:

function common-name = Lstr:extractString file,
                       <div>Common name:,</div>;
function scient-name = Lstr:extractString file,
                       <div>Scientific name:,</div>;
function family = Lstr:extractString file,
                       <div>Family:,</div>;
...
function urlImage = Lstr:extractString file,
                    <a href=html',.jpg;

Comments

About fifteen instructions are therefore sufficient to extract data and images from a
website and store them in a database.
To use these data, appropriate scripts must be written to display, query and explore
the data.
A few words about the two instructions that interact with the web:

– webPageToVariable: stored in a variable the HTML code of the page identi-
fied by its url,

– webFileToFile: downloads a file whose url is given and stores it under a
local name, or stores it in the specified directory.

and on the two functions of the LStr library we used:
– nextSection text,pos,arg1,arg2,arg3: analyses string text from position

pos, searches for the smallest fragment tagged with the subchains arg1 and arg3
(a section) while ignoring the subchains tagged by arg2 and arg3. Returns the
identified section and the position of the character following arg3 (pos is -1 if
no section has been found).

– extractString text,arg1,arg2: returns the first fragment of string text
between subchains arg1 and arg2.

43. Transient data: temporary tables or SQLfast lists?

The temporary storage of a list of values is ideally done in ... a temporary table:

create temp table LOC as
       select distinct City from CUSTOMER order by City;

They can be easily manipulated using SQL. In some cases, however, one may find it
excessive to use all the power of this language to store and manipulate simple lists.
SQLfast lists can then be used.
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a) Reminder: SQLfast lists
An SQLfast list is a sequence of values separated by a special symbol. Thus, the
contents of table LOC could be more simply replaced by the list :

 Bruxelles;Genève;Lille;Namur;Paris;Poitiers;Toulouse

The separator here is the semicolon (';'). This is the standard default separator but
any string can be used to separate values. 

The elements of a list are character strings, and more specifically numerical
character strings when these elements denote numbers:  

 Paris;123;4.50;-68;1.25E-8

To manipulate a list we need to know the separator with which it has been built. This
must therefore be specified when using the list functions. To obtain the 3rd element
of the $L$ list, we use the item function, for which we specify the list ('$L$'), the posi-
tion of the searched element (3) and the separator (';'):

 item('$L$',3,';')

If the separator is empty, then each character in the list is a distinct item. The
following expression returns letter 'c':

 item('abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz',3,'')

An item can be empty, such as the 3rd one in the following list:

 Bruxelles;Genève;;Namur;Paris;Poitiers;Toulouse

When an element includes instance(s) of the separator, it will be protected by apos-
trophes. In the example below, the separator is the comma:

Bruxelles,Genève,Lille,Namur,'Paris, ville lumière', 
Poitiers,Toulouse

More generally, any element may be surrounded by apostrophes but must be if it
includes the separator. If a protected element includes apostrophes, these will be
treated as usual in SQL constants, by doubling them:

 Bruxelles,Genève,Lille,Namur,Paris,Poitiers,'Villeneuve  
 d''Ascq',Toulouse

b) Creating an SQLfast list
Like any value of a variable, a list can be created by assignment (set), computation
(compute), reading in a file or extraction from a database (extract). In the latter
case, the aggregate function group_concat will be used, with or without duplicates,
with or without sorting:
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extract L = select group_concat2(City,1,1,0,',')
            from   CUSTOMER;

c) Manipulation of SQLfast lists

Elementary manipulations

– An element of a given rank in a list. 

compute elem = item('$L$', 3, ',')

– Number of elements in a list, including empty elements.

compute long = itemLen('$L$', ',')

– Part of a list containing elements of rank 3 to 5, including these.

compute subliste = itemSlice('$L$', 3, 5, ',')

– Position in a list of the first instance of a value.

compute position = itemIndex('$L$', 'Toulouse', ',')

– Sorting the elements of a list, each element being considered as a string of alpha-
numeric characters. For example, '5' > '12'. Parameter D indicates the sorting
direction: 0 = ascending, 1 = descending. The U parameter indicates whether
duplicates are eliminated: 0 = no, 1 = yes.

compute sorted = itemSort('$L$', $D$ ,$U$, ',')

– Sorting the elements of a list, each element being considered as a string of
numeric characters representing a number. For example, '5' < '12'. Parameters D
and U as above.

compute sorted = itemNSort('$L$', $D$, $U$, ',')

– Removing the element of a given rank from a list.

compute reduced = itemDelete('$L$', 3, ',')

Joining lists  (from version 3.0)
– List resulting from the concatenation of elements of the same rank in two lists,

separated by the specified separator. The 1st separator is that of the two lists, the
2nd one separates the two source values in the result and the 3rd one separates the
elements from the result.
Example : itemJoin('ABCD','1234','','-',',')
        result: 'A-1,B-2,C-3,D-4'
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compute L12 = itemJoin('$L1$','$L2$', ',', ';', ',')

Set-theoretic manipulations of SQLfast lists

It is possible to build a new list by set-theoretic operations applied to two source
lists. You can also check whether two lists are equal or if one is a subset of the other.
These operations exist in two variants: without duplicates (pure sets) and with dupli-
cates (multi-sets). Some of these operators are similar to those in SQL.
– Union of two lists considered as sets of elements. The resulting list includes all

the elements of source lists L1 and L2, but in a single instance, duplicates
excluded. Similar to SQL operator union.

compute L = itemUnion('$L1$','$L2$', ',') 

– Union of two lists considered as multisets of elements. The resulting list includes
all the elements of source lists L1 and L2, duplicates included. Similar to SQL
operator union all.

compute L = itemUnionAll('$L1$','$L2$', ',')

– Difference between two lists considered as sets of elements. The resulting list
includes the elements of L1 that are not in L2, but in a single instance, duplicates
excluded. Similar to SQL operator except.

compute L = itemExcept('$L1$','$L2$', ',')

– Difference between two lists considered as multisets of elements. The resulting
list includes the elements of L1 that are not in L2, duplicates included. Similar to
SQL operator except all.

compute L = itemExceptAll('$L1$','$L2$', ',')

– Intersection of two lists considered as sets of elements. The resulting list includes
the elements of L1 that are also in L2, but in a single copy, duplicates excluded.
Similar to the SQL operator intersect.

compute L = itemInter('$L1$','$L2$', ',')

– Intersection of two lists considered as multisets of elements. The resulting list
includes the elements of L1 that are also in L2, duplicates included. Similar to the
SQL operator intersect all.

compute L = itemInterAll('$L1$','$L2$', ',')
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– Equivalence of two lists considered as sets of elements. Indicates whether lists L1
et L2 includes the same elements, duplicates excluded. There is no such operator
in SQL.

compute equal = itemEqual('$L1$','$L2$', ',')

– Equivalence of two lists considered as multisets of elements. Indicates whether
lists L1 et L2 includes the same elements, duplicates included. There is no such
operator in SQL.

compute equal = itemEqualAll('$L1$','$L2$', ',')

– Inclusion of a list into another list considered as sets of elements. Indicates
whether items in list L1 also belong to L2, duplicates excluded. There is no equi-
valent operator in SQL.

compute included = itemInclude('$L1$','$L2$', ',')

– Inclusion of a list into another list considered as multisets of elements. Indicates
whether items in list L1 also belong to L2, duplicates included. There is no equiva-
lent operator in SQL.

compute included = itemIncludeAll('$L1$','$L2$', ',')

d) List-based for loop (from version 3.0)
There is a particular form of loop that iterates over the successive elements of an
SQLfast list. There are two ways to specify the item separator of the list, either the
default separator (keyword itemS) or by specifying explicitle (item(,):

for city = [itemS Bruxelles;Genève;Lille;Namur]
    write $ville$;

for city = [item(,) Bruxelles,Genève,Lille,Namur]
    write $ville$;

e) Application examples
This script asks the user to select, via a selectMany box, one or several cities
among those of the customers. The list of customers for each selected city is then
displayed. The structure of the dialog box does not depend on the schema of the
database but on the current state of the data: list of cities (labels) and list of target
variables (variables) that will receive the selection. 

These two lists will be used to assemble the selectMany statement. The loop
examines the contents of the target variables. The name of each variable is stored in
city; so $city$ is a city name and $$city$$ is the value, 0 or 1, assigned to that city by
the user selection.
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openDB ORDERS.db;
extract variables,labels =
        select group_concat2(City,1,1,0,','), 
               group_concat2(City,1,1,0,'|')
        from CUSTOMER;
selectMany $variables$ = $labels$;
   if ('$DIALOGbutton$' = 'Cancel') stop;

compute number = itemLen('$variables$',',');
for v = [1,$number$];
   compute city = item('$variables$',$v$,',');
   if ($$city$$ = 1)
       select CustID,Name,City
       from CUSTOMER where City = '$city$';
endfor;

-- variant using a list-based "for" loop:
for city = [item(,) $variables$]
    if ($$city$$ = 1)
        select CustID,Name,Address,City
        from   CUSTOMER where CITY = '$city$';

In this second application, the technique implements the concept of list of lists. The
main list contains a sequence of items, each being in turn a list. As an example, let us
represent part of the data of the CUSTOMER table as a list of lists:

B062,GOFFIN,'72,r. de la Gare',Namur;C400,FERARD,'65,r. du 
Tertre',Poitiers

To process this list, we build two nested loops:

set customers = B062,GOFFIN,'72,r. de la Gare',Namur 
                ;C400,FERARD,'65,r. du Tertre',Poitiers;
for customer = [itemS §customers§]
    for attribute = [item(,) §customer§]
        write $attribute$;

44. Schema-less tables: dynamic columns  (from version 3.0)

The usual procedure for creating a table uses the create table query of the SQL-
DDL sub-language :

create table ITEM(ItemID integer not null primary key,
                  NAME   varchar(20) not null);

The insertion of data must conform to the type of the columns that make up the
table:

insert into ITEM(ItemID,NAME)
       values (123,'SCREW (45-2)',(124,'NAILS (120-3.5)');
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If a new column is required, it must be created by an SQL-DDL query that modifies
the schema of the table:

alter table ITEM add column COLOR char(20);

It is therefore possible to insert lines according to this new format:

insert into ITEM(ItemID,NAME,COLOR)
       values (138,'BRUSH AD8','BLUE');

In all pre-existing rows, the new column has a null value.

a) Dynamic columns
For some application domains, this strict discipline is considered excessively rigid.
When the facts to be recorded in a table have properties which are very variable and
impossible to identify in advance, one can no longer construct the schema of this
table a priori. Practically, we would like the table schema to evolve dynamically
according to the data we insert. This flexibility in the evolution of the scheme is the
objective of 'dynamic columns'.

This type of column allows us to write and execute the following script, whose
insert, update and select queries reference undeclared columns: 

create table ITEM(ItemID integer not null primary key,
                  NAME   varchar(20) not null);

insert into ITEM(ItemID,NAME,COLOR,PRICE)
       values (138,'BRUSH AD8','BLUE',2.50),
              (150,'TOOLBOX','GREY',18);

update ITEM
set    COLOR = 'BLACK',
       PRICE = 10
where  COLOR is null;

select ItemID,NAME,COLOR,SUPPLIER
from   ITEM
where  COLOR = 'BLUE';

Columns COLOR, PRICE and SUPPLIER are dynamic columns. They are automati-
cally created the first time they are mentioned in an SQL query. The columns created
by the create table and alter table statements are called static. A table
consisting of a static column declared primary key and in which all other columns
are dynamic can be considered as a table without schema or schema-less table.

b) Practical aspects
Dynamic SQLfast columns are implemented as a layer developed above the SQLite
engine and not as an extension of this engine. This architecture imposes some cons-
traints:
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– For preprocessing efficiency reasons, it is necessary to mark dynamic column
names with a specific prefix. Thus, we will write !COLOR instead of COLOR. The
default marker '!' can be changed if needed: it is defined by system variable dyna-
Marker.

– Dynamic columns are supported (preprocessed) if system variable dynaColumns
is 1. They are ignored if this variable is equal to 0, which is its default value. This
variable is assigned in SQLfast.ini file:

    dynaColumns = 1

or in the script itself: 

    set dynaColumns = 1;

– SQLfast does not store metadata for dynamic columns. References to a dynamic
column in a query are identified as the word following the '!'' marker (or its subs-
titute). This technique can cause ambiguities if the marker also appears in SQL
constants. In this case, it is recommended to replace the marker with an appro-
priate symbol.

The script above (slightly augmented!) should therefore be written as follows:

createDB InMemory;
set dynaColumns = 1;

create table ITEM(ItemID integer not null primary key,
                  NAME   varchar(20) not null);
insert into ITEM(ItemID,NAME,!COLOR,!PRICE)
         values (138,'BRUSH AD8','BLUE',2.50);
insert into ITEM(ItemID,NAME,!COLOR,!PRICE)
         values (150,'TOOLBOX','GREY',18);

select ItemID,NAME,!COLOR,!PRICE from ITEM;

update ITEM
set    !COLOR = 'BLACK',
       !SIZE = 'MEDIUM'
where  !COLOR = 'BLUE';

select ItemID,NAME,!COLOR,!PRICE from ITEM;

select ItemID,NAME,!COLOR,!SUPPLIER
from   ITEM
where  !COLOR = 'BLACK';

The syntax of the set clauses of the update query is a bit more limited than that of
pure SQL:

the right part of each clause denotes either a string constant (starting with an
apostrophe), or a numeric constant or any kind of expression between
parentheses.

Example:
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update ITEM
set    !COLOR = 'BLACK',
       !MODEL = 12.5,
        NAME  = (upper(NAME) || '!'),
       !PRICE = (!PRICE * 1.05)

where   !COLOR = 'BLUE';

c) Metadata of dynamic columns
The list of dynamic column names of a row is obtained by (UDF) SQL function
getDColNames(DColumns,sep), where sep is the name separator. Following the
execution of the script above, the query:

select getDColNames(DColumns,',') as Columns
from   ITEM where ItemID = 150;

will provide the following result:

    +-------------+
    | Columns     |
    +-------------+
    | COLOR,PRICE |
    +-------------+

To obtain the list of names of all the dynamic columns of a table, we will use the
group_DColNames(DColumns,sep) aggregate function:

select group_DColNames(DColumns,',') as Columns from ITEM;

the result of which will be:

    +------------------+
    | Columns          |
    +------------------+
    | COLOR,PRICE,SIZE |
    +------------------+

The idea of a small application immediately comes to mind: listing the contents of a
table that includes dynamic columns. This is what the script below does:

createDictionary;
extract listCol0 = select group_concat(ColName)
                   from   SYS_COLUMN C, SYS_TABLE T
                   where  C.TableID = T.TableID
                   and    T.TableName = 'ITEM'
                   and    C.ColName <> 'DColumns';
extract listeCol1 = select group_DColNames(',') from ITEM;
compute listeCol2 =
           itemJoin('!'||replace('$listeCol1$',',',',!'),
           '$listeCol1$', ',', ' as ', ',');
select $listCol0$,$listeCol2$ from ITEM;

– Variable "listCol0" comprises the list of static column names : 'ItemID,NAME'.
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– Variable "listCol1" comprises the list of dynamic column names :
'COLOR,PRICE,SIZE'.

– Variable "listCol2" comprises the list of dynamic column names with their
aliases: '!COLOR as COLOR,!PRICE as PRICE, etc.'. 

Result of this script :

    +--------+-----------+-------+-------+--------+
    | ItemID | NAME      | COLOR | PRICE | SIZE   |
    +--------+-----------+-------+-------+--------+
    | 138    | BRUSH AD8 | BLACK | 2.5   | MEDIUM |
    | 150    | TOOLBOX   | Grey  | 18    | --     |
    +--------+-----------+-------+-------+--------+

d) Technical note
The formulae for extracting metadata from dynamic columns deserve a word of
explanation as to their implementation. As soon as a dynamic column is mentioned
in an insert or update query, a technical column named DColumns is added to the
table by an alter table ITEM add column ... query. This column contains a
JSON object whose components represent the values of the dynamic columns. For
example, the value of the DColumns column of row ItemID = 123 is expressed as
follows:

    {"COLOR":"BLACK","PRICE":10}

This explains the reference to this column in the getDColNames(DColumns,sep) and
group_DColNames(DColumns,sep) functions.

On the other hand, we will avoid using the select * from ITEM form, which
would make the technical column appear instead of the dynamic columns.
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